Elizabethan England, c1568-1603 (HT1- Elizabeth’s court and Parliament)

Elizabethan Power and Government

From the spec

•
• Elizabeth I and her court: background and character of Elizabeth I; court life, including patronage; key ministers.
• The difficulties of a female ruler: relations with Parliament; the problem of marriage and the succession; the strength of Elizabeth’s authority at the end of her reign, including Essex’s rebellion in 1601.
•

What problems and strengths did Elizabeth inherit?
Internal
Strengths
The Tudors had provided stability since the Wars of the Roses ended in 1485
The Church of England had broken away from the Catholic Church under Henry VIII and was now controlled by the monarchy, increasing the monarch’s
power
The population increased massively over the Tudor period (2.7- 4million); Most people lived in the south east; 9/10 people lived in rural areas.
The invention of the printing press made new ideas and books more affordable and education was growing
Weaknesses
During Henry VIII’s reign there were Catholic rebellions in the North such as the Pilgrimage of Grace; During Mary’s reign there were Protestant rebellions;
There were deep divisions between Catholics and Protestants within the population
Communications were slow so it was hard to govern the north, West Country and Wales
Henry VIII had executed more than 72,000 people by the end of his reign; Mary I burned Protestants at the stake
Edward VI was only 9 when he became King. Edward VI was a strict Protestant who destroyed all images in Churches, introduced an English prayer book, and
enforced Protestantism strictly
Mary I married Phillip of Spain (her cousin) and had no children
There were huge problems with poverty during Edward and Mary’s reign due to inflation (high cost of living) and harvest failures
External
Strengths
Henry VIII had taken direct control of Ireland in the 1540s
The Netherlands provided important markets to England’s economy (particularly for selling cloth)
The Netherlands were ruled by Spain but became Protestant during this period so were important allies for England
France was distracted by internal religious wars during much of Elizabeth’s reign
Weaknesses
Scotland was a traditional enemy of England. Henry VIII had invaded in 1540s. Rivalry between England and Scotland grew after the Reformation. Scotland’s
main ally was France
The English only ruled a small area around Dublin known as the ‘Pale’ and local chieftains retained a lot of power There were a number of rebellions in
Ireland after the reformation as the Irish were Catholic
France was England’s traditional enemy during and Henry VIII went to war with France a number of times.
Mary I went to war with France and England lost Calais in 1558
Personal
Strengths
Elizabeth was taught by Kat Ashley who became a lifelong friend. Roger Ascham also taught Elizabeth. Despite being a woman, Elizabeth received a brilliant
education eg. She was an accomplished linguist, and learnt history and poetry
In 1544, Elizabeth was restored as an heir to the throne
When Mary I was declared Queen, Elizabeth and Mary rode to London together as a sign of unity triumphantly.
After consulting her astrologer, Elizabeth chose a date for her accession and was proclaimed Queen in a spectacular ceremony.
Weaknesses
Elizabeth’s I mother was executed on charges of treason, incest, adultery and witchcraft – Elizabeth was declared as illegitimate
Elizabeth rarely saw Henry III throughout her childhood as she and the remaining Yorkist cousins were isolated from court
Elizabeth was embroiled in a political scandal in 1549. Thomas Seymour and Elizabeth were accused of having a relationship. Thomas Seymour was executed
after being accused of plotting with Elizabeth to overthrow Edward VI.
Elizabeth I was treated as a suspect during Mary’s reign. After Wyatt’s rebellion, Elizabeth was imprisoned in the Tower of London. She was eventually
released but kept under house arrest at Woodstock and then at Hatfield

In Addition

(1) besides this (as well as this)
(2)furthermore (also), (3) also, (4) as well as,
(5) on top of this, (6) foremost (most
important, e.g. the foremost reason for the
outbreak of war was...),
(7) firstly, secondly,thirdly,
(8) firstly, lastly, finally, (9) likewise (in the
same way).

•

To Give an Example
(1) For example,(2) for instance, (3) in
particular, particularly (e.g. particularly
important, was...), (4) specifically (e.g. Hitler
bombed St Paul’s Cathedral specifically to
destroy British morale),
(5) to illustrate (e.g. Churchill understood the
importance of morale. This is illustrated by the
fact that he diverted firefighters from burning
homes in order to save the Cathedral),
(6) this is shown by (e.g. this is shown by the
fact that...),
(7) to demonstrate, to prove (e.g. to
demonstrate this, we can...),
(8) such as (e.g. words such as [quote],
[quote], [quote] create the effect of’)

•

The Queen: Governed the country, commanded the navy
and soldiers, chose appointments to her Council which was
drawn out of her Court
The Court: 500-1000 government officials, ladies in waiting,
servants and advisors. The privy Council was drawn from
the Court. The Court was a social hub for the queen and her
courtiers but also gave an impression of power, for
example, to visiting foreign guests by displaying art and
culture. Elizabeth used Progresses to display this power –
they were an effective propaganda tool.
The Council: 12 key advisors – drawn from the Court.
Elizabeth could choose and dismiss members as she
pleased. They met daily – Elizabeth didn’t always attend and
cane to trust her Council. The Council advised and directed
policy, although Elizabeth could ignore them. They helped
Elizabeth steer things through Parliament too. She used a
‘divide and rule’ tactic to ensure she got contrasting advice
and could maintain control over the Council. The most
important member was William Cecil.
Parliament: Elizabeth needed Parliament to approve new
laws or taxes. The House of Commons was made up of 450
elected MPs although only the wealthy could vote. Their
power was limited as Elizabeth could reject an Act of
Parliament (she had a veto). Elizabeth even made
restrictions on the right of free speech in parliament in the
1570s. In addition, Elizabeth’s Council sat in Parliament so
helped maintain royal control. However, Parliament was
becoming more assertive eg. Puritans used it to voice their
objections to Elizabeth’s religious policies - MPs were
becoming more confident in arguing against the Queen.

Problems Elizabeth faced at the end of her reign;
Exam;
You will have 4 questions on the Elizabeth
paper.

•

•

Q1- How convincing is Interpretation A
about____. (8 marks)

Q2 – Explain ____. (8 marks)
Q3 – Write an account of ________. (8 marks)
Q4 – This question will be about the historic
environment you will look at and will be a
factor question. (16 marks)

•

Economic problems: War, and repeated harvest failures
led to economic problems and increased poverty
Political problems: Death of trusted advisors – Dudley,
Walsingham, Hatton and Cecil all died between 15881598; Divide and rule in Court in the 1590s was not as
effective as Elizabeth did not have as tight a grip over
the loyalty of her Courtiers
Personal problems: After their deaths, Elizabeth
became increasingly angry and depressed- people
started to sense she had reigned for too long and
wanted reform

Elizabethan England, c1568-1603 (HT1- Elizabeth’s court and Parliament)
Patronage;

Marriage;

•
•

Reasons for marriage
•
Without a clear successor and son, the country could descend into civil war when Elizabeth died. This is what had happened in
the past with the War of the Roses
•
Women were considered weak and not capable of ruling a nation
•
Marriage would forge an alliance with strategic partner from abroad or the English nobility
•
A child would ensure that Protestantism would continue after Elizabeth’s death. Elizabeth had almost died of smallpox in 1562
Possible suitors
1.
King Philip II of Spain: Catholic king of Spain. Had been married to Elizabeth’s half-sister Mary I. Spain was a powerful enemy
or ally.
2.
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester: Handsome and intelligent.A childhood friend of Elizabeth from a powerful English noble
family.
3.
Francis of Anjou and Alencon: younger brother of the King of France. France was a powerful enemy or ally. Not attractive
Problems with marriage
•
Marriage would limit personal freedom
•
Most suitable husbands were Catholic
•
A foreign marriage might upset other countries
•
Mary I’s marriage had caused a rebellion in England
•
An English husband would unbalance the court
•
Henry VIII had killed two of his wives including Elizabeth’s mother
•
Philip of Spain had treated Mary badly
•
Robert Dudley’s wife had died in mysterious circumstances and this was surrounded by rumour
•
The Bartholomew Day Massacre meant the French were unpopular and the Duke of Alencon and Anjou less suitable
•
Elizabeth claimed she was ‘married to her country’ and refused to name a successor – to name a successor could have put her
life in danger

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Sir William Cecil, Lord Burghley
Member of the gentry.Moderate Protestant. Had experience under Edward VI. Wanted to avoid war and unite the nation. Did not
make rushed decisions. The Queen admired and respected him, relying on him heavily. Skilful manager in the House of Commons.
Died in 1598 and was replaced as chief minister by his son, Robert.
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester
Younger son of the Duke of Northumberland who had been executed under Mary I. Childhood friend of Elizabeth and like Elizabeth
had spent time locked in the Tower of London. Many rumours of love between Elizabeth and Dudley but mysterious death of Dudley’s
wife meant they could not marry even if Elizabeth had wanted to. Member of the Court and Privy Council. Puritan, argued with
William Cecil. Given title Earl of Leicester in 1564 and died in 1588.
Sir Francis Walsingham
Member of the gentry, studied law.Fervent Puritan who had fled to Italy during Mary’s reign.Entered parliament in 1558. Ability at
speaking different languages led him to become ambassador in Paris. In the Privy Council he was responsible for foreign affairs.
Clashed with William Cecil.Superb organiser in charge of the secret service and network of spies. Died 1590
Sir Christopher Hatton
Member of the gentry and studied law.Moderate Protestant. Elected to parliament and helped Elizabeth control the MPs. In charge of
judges, law courts. Died 1591.
Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex
Son of Elizabeth’s cousin, LetticeKnollys, step-son of Robert Dudley. Good looking and a favourite of Elizabeth.Military hero who
fought in the Netherlands, France and Spain. Joined privy council in 1593. Hated the Cecils. Given the monopoly for sweet wine but
became desperate when it was taken away. Disrespectful of Elizabeth, led a rebellion and executed in 1601.

Elizabeth successfully used patronage to divide and rule in her Council in her early years (eg. Walsingham and Dudley clashed with William
Cecil and Hatton) In the later years of her reign, however, her use of patronage was problematic. Robert Cecil and Essex deve loped a
dangerous rivalry. The Essex Rebellion was a sign of problems within her Government.

Essex’s Rebellion;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Essex, who had been one of her favourites in the 1590s (he was a Privy Councillor and she had rewarded him with a monopoly on sweet wines) organised a rebellion against her and Robert Cecil in 1601 after a clash over Ireland, amongst other things. The rebellion failed but it was
a sign of Elizabeth’s weakening political grip.
Essex inherited the title of Earl of Essex when in 1573 when his father died
He was made a Privy Councillor in 1595 and his power grew even further when the Queen gave him a monopoly of sweet wines (anyone who wished to bring in sweet wine from abroad had to pay him a tax!)
A rivalry developed at Court between him and Robert Cecil
He had military success against the Spanish in 1596
He argued with the Queen about Ireland – he turned his back on the Queen and she hit him on his head! He almost drew his sword on her but was stopped. He was placed under house arrest but then returned to Court
Despite the argument, the Queen appointed Essex Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. However, he made a truce with the Irish in 1599 against the Queen’s orders
After this failure in Ireland, he burst into the Queens bedchamber before she was robed and wigged – a sign of disrespect
The Queen removed his monopoly on sweet wine – he lost his power and wealth
He was determined to remove Robert Cecil from power so marched to London with 200 followers, he took 4 of her Privy Councillors hostage
Robert Cecil labelled Essex as a traitor and many of the rebels dropped out of the march; Essex returned to his house to find the hostages had been released
Elizabeth’s government arrested Essex and his remaining supporters. In 1601 Essex was beheaded – several other rebels were executed too although some escaped with a fine

Elizabethan England, c1568-1603 (HT2-Life in Elizabethan times)
To Show the Reason Why, Cause and Effect
From the spec
• A ‘Golden Age’: living standards and fashions; growing prosperity and the rise of the gentry; the Elizabethan theatre and its achievements; attitudes to the theatre.
• The poor: reasons for the increase in poverty; attitudes and responses to poverty; the reasons for government action and the seriousness of the problem.
• English sailors: Hawkins and Drake; circumnavigation 1577–1580, voyages and trade; the role of Raleigh.

(1) since, (2) because, (3) because of, due to (because of, e.g. due to the
effects of erosion, the coastline appears...), (4) as (because, e.g. as most
people in the West have free access to food, obesity is reaching epidemic
proportions), (5) by this, (6) through this, (7) as a result of this.

Poverty;

Exploration

Why was there an increase in poverty in the Elizabethan era?
•
Long term:
•
Henry VIII’s policies and actions eg. Dissolution of the monasteries eg. Henry VIII’s wars led to high taxes; Dearth conditions even
before Elizabeth became Queen
•
Short term:
•
Population growth between 1550-1600 (central cause);Changes in farming – enclosures meant less common land; Collapse of Antwerp
markets
Why was poverty important in the Elizabethan England?
•
Beliefs about the ‘idle poor’- belief that this class of dishonest and lazy ‘vagrants’ was getting out of hand – new methods being used
to trick people; Considered a threat to the social order; Puritans in particular disapproved of vagrancy; Vagrancy also blamed for
spread of disease from town to town
How successful were Elizabethan policies on poverty?
•
Successes: Poor Law brought together previous government and local measures – national system
•
Principle of government taking responsibility was establishedeg. Poor Rate (perhaps more important than how much it was used – see
interpretation)
•
Lasted until 1834!
•
Prevented rebellion caused by poverty
•
Limits: Did not challenge attitudes towards poverty – still focussed on punishment rather than support
•
Some argue extent of poverty has been exaggerated and that the Poor Law was not actually used much… (Poverty continued to
increase.

Causes
•
New ideas (age of Renaissance)
•
New inventionseg. New ships with triangular sails (lateens); the astrolabe – made circumnavigation more accurate
•
Economic gain (eg. new trade routes needed due to collapse of Antwerp markets eg. New trade companies helped
monopolise trade routes and bring wealth)
•
Patriotism/national glory
•
Exploration brought national glory; through the establishment of new colonies and helped competition with rivals like
Spanish and Portuguese.

Key People

Actors -Women were not allowed to act so men had to take on
female parts.
William Shakespeare - One of the most important playwrights of
Elizabethan times. His popular plays included ‘Romeo and Juliet’
and ‘Richard II’.
Christopher Marlowe - He was one of the greatest playwrights of
the day but he was stabbed to death in 1592 during a tavern brawl.
His most famous play was ‘Dr Faustus’.
Richard Burbage - He was a reputed tragic actor who performed
the lead roles in many of Shakespeare's plays. He later became
part owner of the Globe Theatre.

Theatres
These became popular during Elizabeth’s reign because of
government fears that performances from strolling players
could help spread diseases such as the Plague. As acting
performances became more and more popular, inns and
taverns could no longer accommodate them and so new
theatres were built.
Theatres were basic and the only roof was over the actors to
protect them from the rain or the more expensive seats. There
was also no scenery so actors had to fill in these details to the
audience.

Francis Drake
•
Most famous English explorer
•
Increased hostility with Spain through his privateering actions
•
Circumnavigated the globe in 1577
•
Helped win the Spanish Armada
John Hawkins
•
Made three voyages to the Caribbean
•
Traded slaves he had captured in West Africa
•
Clashed with the Spanish and lost many men and ships
•
Helped design new ships which helped make the English navy superior
Walter Raleigh
•
Led a number of voyages to the Americas
•
Named an area Virginia in hour of Elizabeth
•
One of earliest attempts at colonisation
•
However, settlers faced food shortages and returned home
•
Virginia was not a successful colony until after Elizabeth's’ death
Consequences
•
Elizabethan helped to increase the hostility between the Spanish and the English eg. because of actions of English
privateers
•
It brought great wealth to individuals such as merchants The wealth and new lands gained helped build up England’s
reputation
•
Elizabethan exploration extended England’s global links The new trade routes and monopolies were of long term
importance economically
•
Elizabethan exploration led to the development of Britain’s navy.
•
The establishment of colonies under Elizabeth (eg. In India and America) increased England’s political importance

Elizabethan England, c1568-1603 (HT2-Life in Elizabethan times)
To Show Result or Effect of Something

Key Vocabulary

A Golden Age;
This was the time of the Renaissance or rebirth of learning
•
Developments took place in art, portraiture, symbolism, miniature portraits
•
The voyages of discovery allowed new knowledge of the world
•
Developments of the theatre included Shakespeare
•
Education was more widespread. New ideas flourished such as the mathematician John Napier and musician William Byrd
•
Science and technology improved expanding wealth. The astrolabe and new sailing technology allowed longer voyages using more
accurate navigation equipment. Francis Bacon argued for the scientific method.
•
The gentry were gaining more power and the nobility in decline as trade became more important and brought wealth to the gentry.
Fortunes were made through trade and exploration. They used this wealth to build themselves grand houses and to educate
themselves
•
The dissolution of the monasteries had made land available to a new gentry class.
However, there are limits to this view…
•
This was a time of blood sports
•
Most people were poor
•
Life expectancy was low
•
Elizabethan ‘science’ included alchemy which turned different elements into precious metals (not possible) and astrology and the way
that the stars and planets govern the lives and health of humans (not possible)
There was a belief in the ‘Great Chain of Being’ with a rigid adherence to hierarchy, poor being at the bottom

Poor relief
Action taken by the government, church or individuals to help
the poor.
Alms-houses

A house for the poor paid for by charity.
Clapper dudgeon
Poor person who tied arsenic to his skin to make it bleed,
hoping to attract sympathy and money.

(1) consequently (i.e. as a result of this, e.g. consequently,
the earth will eventually crash into the sun),
(2) hence (as a result, e.g. hence the earth will be
destroyed),
(3) so,
(4)therefore,
(5) thus (in this way, e.g. thus, the earth will fall into the sun
and the moon will fall into the earth.)

Counterfeit crank

Pretended to suffer from epilepsy and sucked soap to foam at
the mouth as a wear to get begging money.
Nobles
Great landowners with an income of £6000 per year.

To Express an Opinion (mainly for English but some could
be used in History!)
(1) this suggests, (2) this makes us feel that, (3) this makes
it clear that, (4) create the effect (mood/tone) of (e.g. the
author/these words create(s) the effect that) (5)seems, this
seems to, it seems that,(6) we could say that, you could
argue that, it could be said that, (7) we could interpret this
in two ways (8) the author sets up (or ‘builds up’) the idea
of (9) in this character, we see... (10) it could be argued that

Gentry
Lesser landowners with an income of around £200
Yeomen
Owned their own property and had a few servants
Merchants
Traders in goods

Question 3;

Question 4;

How convincing is Interpretation C about ________? Explain
your answer using Interpretation C and your contextual
knowledge. (8 marks)

Explain _____________ . (8 marks)

Write an account of ________________ . (8 marks)

A factor question on the historic environment. (16 marks)

1533 - Elizabeth is born at
Greenwich Palace.
1536 - Elizabeth's mother,
Queen Anne Boleyn, is
executed at The Tower of
London.
1537 - Elizabeth's halfbrother, Prince Edward, is
born.
1547 - King Henry VIII dies
and Prince Edward becomes
King Edward VI.
1553 - King Edward VI dies
and Elizabeth's half-sister,
Mary, becomes Queen Mary I.
1554 - Elizabeth is imprisoned
in The Tower of London and
then Woodstock Manor.
1555 - Elizabeth is freed.
1558 - Queen Mary I dies and
Elizabeth becomes Queen
Elizabeth I.
1559 - Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth I and Elizabethan
Religious Settlement.
1562 - Elizabeth is seriously
ill with small pox at Hampton
Court Palace.
1564 - William Shakespeare
and Christopher Marlowe are
born.
1567 - Mary, Queen of Scots,
is forced to abdicate the
throne.
1568 - Mary, Queen of Scots,
is imprisoned in England after
fleeing Scotland.
1569 - Northern Rebellion
1570 - Elizabeth is
excommunicated from the
Catholic Church by the Pope.
1571 - Ridolfi Plot to
assassinate Elizabeth.
1572 - Thomas Howard, Duke
of Norfolk, is executed for
treason.
1574 - Richard Burbage opens
the first theatre in England
called The Theatre.
1575 - Kenilworth
Entertainments
1577 - Francis Drake sets out
on the first English voyager
around the world.
1584 - Bond of Association
1585 - Elizabeth takes The
Netherlands under her
protection, beginning the War
with Spain.
1586 - Babington Plot and trial
of Mary, Queen of Scots, for
treason.
1587 - Mary, Queen of Scots,
is executed at Fotheringay
Castle.
1588 - Defeat of the Spanish
Armada
1597 - Second Spanish
Armada defeated.
1599 - The Globe theatre is
opened.
1601 - Essex Rebellion and
Queen Elizabeth's Golden
Speech.
1603 - Death of Queen
Elizabeth I and accession of
King James I.

Question 2;

Timeline

Question 1;

Elizabethan England, c1568-1603 (HT3- Troubles at home and abroad)
From the spec

Plots and Rebellions;
•

• Religious matters: the question of religion, English Catholicism and Protestantism; the Northern Rebellion; Elizabeth's excommunication; the missionaries; Catholic plots and the threat to the
Elizabethan settlement; the nature and ideas of the Puritans and Puritanism; Elizabeth and her government's responses and policies towards religious matters.
• Mary Queen of Scots: background; Elizabeth and Parliament’s treatment of Mary; the challenge posed by Mary; plots; execution and its impact.
• Conflict with Spain: reasons; events; naval warfare, including tactics and technology; the defeat of the Spanish Armada.
Elizabeth’s policy towards Catholics;

Conclusion: Why were Catholics such a
serious threat to Elizabeth?

•
•

Devout Catholics began to voice their
anger to Elizabeth’s religious settlement in
the late 1560s. Help from abroad helped
them to plot and secretly practice
Catholicism in secret. Thanks to
Walsingham’s spies plots against Elizabeth
were quickly uncovered and the biggest
threat to her throne, Mary, Queen of Scots
was executed in 1587.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In 1570 Pope Pius V excommunicated Elizabeth
There were plots to replace Elizabeth including the 1569 Northern Rebellion, 1571 Ridolfi Plot, 1583 Throckmorton Plot and 1586
Babington Plot
The first 20 years Elizabeth was tolerant towards the Catholics but this changed in the 1580s because:
A Jesuit mission was sent to England to convert Protestants to Catholicism.
Mary, Queen of Scots was a danger whilst she was in exile in England. She was a figure head for those rebelling and an alternative to
Queen Elizabeth
In 1581 ‘recusancy’ fines were increased and strictly enforced. It was high treason to convert to Catholicism
After 1585 a catholic priest ordained after 1559 was classed as a traitor
The 1593 statute of confinement meant that Catholics could not travel more than 5 miles from home without permission
France and Spain were a danger as they were Catholic countries. They both gave money to plots but were not in a position to attack
England. They both saw Elizabeth’s rule as temporary

Elizabeth’s policy towards Protestants;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most puritans accepted Elizabeth’s changes
In the 1570s Puritans did meet to discuss the bible – prophesying.
The Archbiship of Canterbury, Grindal, encouraged this and was suspended as a consequence. A strict Anglican, John Whitgift was
appointed to replace him
Some MPs including Robert Dudley and Sir Frances Walsingham were puritan.
Once they died, there was little support incourst
After 1583 there was a crackdown on Puritanism with fines and prison
Puritan printers were punished to reduce any written material
Timeline / Chronology

Papal Bull
The Pope excommunicated Elizabeth in 1570,
pronouncing her wicked and giving Catholics his
blessing if they overthrew her. Elizabeth was
furious and introduced the Treason Act which
made it treasonable to declare Elizabeth was
not the lawful Queen, to publish any Papal Bull
and confiscate Catholic property if they are
away more than a year.

1568

Mary, Queen of Scots arrived in England

1569

The Rebellion of the Northern Earls

1570

Elizabeth’s ex-communication

1571

The Ridolfi Plot

1574

The first arrival of seminary priests in England

1580

The first Jesuits arrived in England

1583

The Throckmorton Plot

1586

The Babington Plot

1588

The Spanish Armada

•

•

However this did not end threats to
Elizabeth as King Philip II of Spain decided
to send his Spanish Armada.

Key Vocabulary

It must be remembered that most of
Elizabeth’s subjects were loyal to her and
her religion.

Recusants

Mary, Queen of Scots;

Jesuits

She was Elizabeth’s Catholic cousin and was
the heir to the throne of England after
Elizabeth. However Elizabeth’s pro Protestant
religious settlement made her the figurehead
of Catholic support.

Northern Rebellion 1569 started when Elizabeth would not give
permission for the Duke of Norfolk to marry Mary Queen of Scots.
The Earl of Westmorland and the Earl of Northumberland took
control of Durham Cathedral and celebrated catholic mass. They
attempted to march to London but were stopped by the Earl of
Sussex, one of Elizabeth’s supporters. The Earl of Northumberland
was executed. Wesmorland fled and Norfolk was sent to the tower
The Ridolfi Plot of 1571 was organised with the Duke of Norfolk.
Ridolfi was a catholic Italian banker living in England. He planned
invasions from both the Netherlands and the North. It was stopped
when spies captured a message. The Duke of Norfolk confessed and
was executed.
Throckmorton Plot of 1583was backed by the Spanish and the Pope
to invade England. Francis Throckmorton acted as a go between
linking Mary Queen of Scots to the Spanish ambassador. Once again
Walsingham’s spies found out about the plot. Throckmorton was
tortured and confessed.

Individuals who refused to attend church services under Elizabeth’s new religious
settlement.
Roman Catholic missionaries whose aim was to destroy heresy (Protestantism).
Seminary Priests
Priests trained in Roman Catholic Colleges
Council of the North
Set up after the Papal Bull to enforce government authority and policies in the
North of England.

Key People
John Stubbs
John Stubbs, a Puritan, wrote a pamphlet criticising the Queen’s marriage talks with the Duke of Anjou, a Catholic. Elizabeth was not pleased with him, he was arrested and
a had his right hand cut off.
Edmund Grindal
The new Archbishop of Canterbury, Grindal refused to follow the Queen’s instructions to shut down prophesyings and was suspended from duties forcing Elizabeth to do it
herself.
John Whitgift
Archbishop of Canterbury after Grindal he issued the Three Articles and imposed strict controls on the clergy to end all prophesyings.
Matthew Parker
He issued a book laying down rules for the wearing of vestments. Many Puritans refused to follow these rules as they argued they were too similar to Catholics. Elizabeth
insisted the rules were followed and those who didn’t were dismissed from the church.

Elizabethan England, c1568-1603 (HT3- Troubles at home and abroad)

Key People
Duke of Medina Sidonia

Key events
The war in the Netherlands
In 1566 Dutch Protestant revolted against Philip II of Spain, rioting and smashing
up Catholic icons. Philip sent an army to crush the rebels and ruthlessly captured
18,000 Dutch Protestants , burning 1,000 of them to death. By 1579 more
rebellions had split the country in two and the north was led by William of
Orange.
English privateer attacks on Philip II
Elizabeth encouraged privateers to launch attacks against Spanish ships, looting
their gold and silver. Many experts believe that Drake captured over £140,000
worth of gold from Spanish ships which today is about £2m.
Drake’s attack on Cadiz

Drake sailed a fleet of ships into Cadiz and attacked the Spanish fleet. He
destroyed around 37 ships and burnt important supplies which had an adverse
effect on Philip’s Armada ammunition. This attack put back the Armada by a
year.
The first few days of the Armada
After sailing in May 1588 the Armada was sighted off Lizard Point , Cornwall on
29th July. The Armada sailed in a crescent formation up the English channel
which the English Navy were unable to break. They arrived in Calais in August.
The Dutch forces were not waiting in Calais as they had been delayed so the
English sent fire ships hurtling towards them which finally broke up the Spanish
crescent formation.

The Armada;
•
In 1588 Spain was preparing to attack England
•
Spanish warships anchored off the Dutch coast, waiting for the Duke of Parma who had allowed the troops to leave the ships
•
It was commanded by the Duke of Medina-Sidonia who had little experience in commanding naval forces
•
The English attacked whilst the Spanish waited
•
Sir Francis Drake sent in 8fireships. The Spanish scattered in chaos and did not keep their cresent formation
•
The next day the English fired but the Spanish were not prepared to defend against English canons
•
A storm blew the Spanish off course and resulted in their ships being wrecked, food spoiled and being attacked by the Scots and Irish.
•
Only 65 of the 151 Spanish ships survived.
Why did the English win?
•
Use of fireships to break the Spanish crescent formation, use of line of battle firing strategy, use of faster ships which were more
manoeuvrable with new sails known as lanteens
•
Bombardment by the English using light weight canons
•
Spanish ships were designed for the Mediterranean and not for the Chanel or the North Sea
•
Delays of the Spanish in collecting the troops from the Netherlands
•
Most weapons of the Spanish were for land battles, not for use at sea
•
The Spanish commander was inexperienced
•
The weather and the storms around Ireland and Scotland
Impact
•
Elizabeth continued to build the navy and help England seem like a world power
•
Defeat of Spain
•
Elizabeth was shown to be a great leader

He was chosen by Philip as the admiral in charge
of the Armada despite his protests that he hated
sailing and was easily seasick.
Sir Francis Drake

Vice-Admiral of the Armada fleet. He was
something of a favourite of Elizabeth’s. He led
pirate ship attacks against Spain and he was the
first man to sail around the world.
Key Vocabulary
Treaty of Nonsuch
Elizabeth signed this agreement with the Dutch
rebels agreeing to become their Protector and send
troops and cavalry to help the rebellion.
Golden Hind
Sir Francis Drake’s ship
Armada
Philip II’s naval attack on Britain.
Elizabeth’s Tilbury speech

Rousing speech that Elizabeth delivered to her
Armada fighting force.

The Battle of Gravelines
This was a significant turning point as English ships dented the Spanish—Spain
lost at least 3 ships, 1,000 men and had 800 wounded. After the battle the wind
changed so the Spanish were unable to carry on fighting.

1566
1567
1575

Timeline / Chronology
War in the Netherlands
Philip’s army responds to the Dutch rebels
War again in the Netherlands

1585

Treaty of Nonsuch

1577

Drake sailed round the world

1577-1587

Drake loots and destroys Spanish ships and ammunition

May 1588

The Armada set sail

Aug 1588

The Battle of Gravelines

Oct 1588

The last 67 Spanish ships returned to Spain and the
Armada was over.

Conclusion: How much of a threat was the Armada?

Key ideas

The Armada had been a serious threat to England as England’s defences
and army were not strong. However the attacks on Spanish ships by
privateers led by Drake weakened Spain as did Drake’s attack on Cadiz.
Using fire ships had broken the crescent formation which led to the
Battle of Gravelines as an English victory. Finally the bad weather
advantaged England as Spanish forced had to sail north where many
landed in Scotland and were destroyed. As a result the invasion was
called off.

Philip’s Armada plan

Exam;

The Armada was a huge victory for Elizabeth but the war with Spain continued to rumble for another ten years.
Elizabeth continued supporting the Dutch rebels and English privateers continued to attack Spanish ships. There was an
increase in anti-Catholic feeling but there were no arrests.

Q1- How convincing is Interpretation A about____. (8 marks)

He decided he would sail his fleet to Calais and then fight the English ships in the channel arriving in Margate, Kent. His
troops would then fight their way to London whilst gathering Catholic support on the way up to London when he would
usurp Elizabeth.
English response to Philip’s plans
England set up warning beacons along the coast to be lit if there was an invasion. Elizabeth’s land army was weak and
untrained but she managed to raise 20,000 men. All hopes however rested on the navy who were more experienced.
Results of the Armada

Q2 – Explain ____. (8 marks)

To Prove Your Argument

Q3 – Write an account of ________. (8 marks)

(1) to attest, to prove, e.g. this is attested by, (2) to be evidenced, to prove, e.g. this is evidenced by, (3) to testify, where a
person swears that a thing is so, e.g. people at the time testified that,' (4) to be endorsed, (5) to be supported, e.g. this
view is endorsed (supported) by other evidence...’, to be shown, (6) to be proven, e.g. ‘this is shown (proven) by', (7)
to establish, to be established, to be well-proven, ‘it has been established that, this evidence establishes that...’

Q4 – This question will be about the historic environment you will look
at and will be a factor question. (16 marks)

